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Highest efficiency with
EMCO Remote Monitoring

www.emco-world.com

With the EMCO Remote Monitoring, you have the
solution at home - quickly, efficiently and easily.
One crucial factor for your business success is the machines’ continuous availability. With the
EMCO Remote Monitoring, applicable to all machines from the generation equipped with Siemens
control system and all Concept machines, EMCO offer a professional service with an identical view
on your machine data as you have. Thus, experience has already shown that more than 50% of
service requests have been solved over the phone.
If a service call is required on site, the maintenance technician will come for the machine inspection
with all data already well prepared. He will be able to immediately start fixing the problem. This
makes the operation more quick and cost-effective.

How you can integrate remote monitoring?
■ Conditions for the activation of remote monitoring for industrial Machines: Siemens Solution Line
■ PC- /Concept- machines and programming stations: Operating system Windows 98 or higher

[EMCO specific clients are supplied via a USB stick with the WinNC software]
Link connection:
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[The Benefits]
■ Higher machine availability through faster troubleshooting
■ Increased first call solution for on-site operations
■ Increased efficiency through mobile and flexible access to the machine

[Equipment options and costs]
During the first year of the machine operation, cost for the remote control is € 1.990,-, for the
Windows Control, it is € 550.-. From the second year, the cost is € 990.-.
If you have a maintenance contract, you receive this benefit at no additional cost.
Control system

Cost for the first
year

Any additional
year

Siemens - 840SL - eps

€ 1990,-

€ 990,-*

Siemens - 828D - eps

€ 1990,-

€ 990,-*

Siemens - 840PL mit PCU50 - Teamviewer

€ 550,-

€ 550,-*

Concept Machines (WinNC) - Teamviewer

€ 550,-

keine

IPC-Solution for all other control systems - Teamviewer

€ 550,-

€ 550,-*

* In conjunction with an EMCO maintenance agreement free of charge
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